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Introduction

This presentation gives an overview of what we studied as a 
group over the course of the week.

● Firstly, we give a short introduction to the installation of 
VirtualBox and a Linux Operating System.

● Also running some terminal commands on Linux and 
installing MITgcm Model.

● Finally the MITgcm model is employed to study the Gulf of 
Guinea with boundary conditions from Estimating the 
Circulation and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO).



VirtualBox

● VirtualBox is a software program that enables the user to 
switch between and run multiple operating systems 
simultaneously.

● It can be installed on all operating systems such as 
Windows, Linux and Mac OS.

● There are some key terminologies of Virtualbox namely: 
Host Operating system(Host OS) , Guest Operating 
system(Guest OS) and Virtual machine(VM)





Ubuntu Operating Systems

● Ubuntu is a free and open source linux operating system 
based on Debian (wikipedia).

● It is User-friendly
● It is free to download
● It is immune to viruses.
● It can be easily customized to suit the preference of the 

User.
● The terminal of the OS will play a vital role in developing 

the MITgcm model.
● Some terminal commands that are employed to install the 

MITgcm are given in the table below.



Some Terminal commands

NB: The terminal commands are case-sensitive.

Commands Meaning

pwd present working directory

cd change directory

cd .. return to parent directory

ls list

cp copy

rm remove

ln -s creates a soft link





Massachusetts Institute of Technology general       
circulation model (MITgcm).

The MITgcm model is a numerical model designed to study 
and analyze the behaviours of ocean, climate and 
atmosphere. The following steps are involved in installing and 
running the MITgcm:

● Before running MITgcm, you need a Linux or Unix -
based operating system (OS).

● Linux OS has a compiler called gfortran for compiling 
codes.  

● Download MITgcm from the link https://mitgcm.org.



Click on download button to proceed to next step





Steps involved in configuring and
Integrating the MITgcm model

There are three main steps:

● Building the Model (After this process, an executable 
called mitgmuv is developed.)

● The next process involves running the model.(This 
computes for all the parameters values.)

● Finally, to analyze and visualize the solutions of the model 
equations, you need to use a software package like 
Python, MATLAB, or Octave.






